
Stone wool   
the insulation best suited to 
modular builds

Embracing innovation is at the core of the modular 
construction industry. It’s taking a conventional concept 
and approaching it differently. The result has made the 
modular industry synonymous with sustainability and 
efficiency. And that’s exactly why stone wool insulation 
is the perfect fit for your modular build.

It’s sustainable and efficient
Stone wool has become the insulation 
of choice for builders committed to 
environmentally friendly projects. It’s 
natural – manufactured from rock and 
easily recyclable. It maintains its R-value 
over time, reducing energy consumption.

It’s fire resistant
The ability to withstand temperatures 
up to 2150˚F (1177˚C) makes stone wool 
the safest insulation choice. It works to 
contain fire and prevent it from spreading. 
At the same time, it does not contribute 
to the emission of significant quantities  
of toxic smoke. 

It’s noise reducing
Modular buildings are increasingly 
popular in dense, urban areas. Stone 
wool insulation products are high density, 
making them extremely resistant to airflow 
and excellent at noise reduction – key 
attributes of a comfortable home or office.

It won’t shift during transit
When you transport your modular build to 
its destination, you need to be confident 
that the insulation is exactly where it’s 
supposed to be. The dimensional stability 
of stone wool ensures that it will stay in 
place and maintain its performance – 
without being affected by temperature 
and humidity – for decades.

It’s cost effective
When you insulate with stone wool 
insulation from ROCKWOOL, you have the 
opportunity to purchase product directly. 
This gives your insulation project the 
potential to realize significant cost savings. 

Here’s why stone wool insulation makes 
the most sense for the modular industry: 

Let’s build better together
Contact us today and see how we’re  
a natural fit for your modular business.

Email: modular@rockwool.com 
Call 1-800-265-6878


